This paper aims at studying the development of a pick and place machine using PLC (programmable logic control). Originally, the tedious task of picking and placing the components of a product involved immense human labour. But nowadays industries are aiming at minimizing the human efforts by using automated optimized machines. These machines are all-in-one, multi-headed and multi-gantry. The pick and place automated machine when put into action directly places the product onto the next stage of production line. The software involves ladder logic programming and hardware involves pneumatic system, limit switches etc. Which would be further discussed in the paper. More productivity being the need of the hour, this machine considerably increases the speed of operation and significantly decreases human efforts.
System Overview Brief Discussion
In this machine, there are 3 stacks from where the machine will pick-up the wooden planks and place the planks on a predecided home position where the planks will be used for the next stages of operation. The operator will have to give the input such as from which stack the planks have to be fetched and the number of planks that needs to be fetched and placed to the next stage. It consists of a beam on which a movable motor controlled arm is fixed. This arm has vacuum cups which pick up the panels [10] [11] [12] .
Broader Perspective
The machine on power up finds its home position using certain predefined sequences. After this calibration, the system already has user input for the number of panels to be picked and which stack the panels should be picked from. The machine completes that operation. There are a few different modes of operation available in this machine where it lets the operator change certain parameters of operation. The machine is controlled by an AC servo motor, AC motor drive, PLC, limit switches and encoder. Algorithm 1. Initially, calibration for the machine takes place and the arm goes up and then moves rightmost direction , thus finding its home position(refer Fig 3. a.5 ). 2. After reaching the home position, it checks the input which specifies the stack number and the number of planks that needs to be transferred. 3. The arm then moves towards the stack and as it approaches the planks ,it slows down due to the photoelectric sensor. 4. The vacuum cups hold the wooden planks and the arm then moves upwards and towards the stack to be placed in. 5. The arm then moves back to the home position for the process to continue till the given count ends. 6. Hence the job of placing the planks in the stacks is done with greater ease.
Proposed Method
The machine includes the hardware and the software part which will be discussed further.
Hardware
• This machine makes use of a pneumatic system, to hold the electronic arm at the top of the beam in a stable position.
• Pick and place machines uses vacuum grippers, which are simple astrictive devices, to hold large wooden planks provided the pretension surface is smooth enough to ensure suction.(refer fig F. a.1) • The hardware consists of a speed limiting sensor which is used to decrease the speed when the machine arm reaches near the specified destination. The sensor is a photoelectric sensor. (Refer Fig 3.a. 2) • The machine arm travels towards to the destination with a specified speed and after detecting the sensor the speed decreases so that the machines doesn't crash and there is no damage to the machine
• The limit switch also exists as the hardware part which is used to detect that the arm of the machine has reached exactly over the stack and now it has to fetch the planks. (Refer Fig 3.a. 3) • The motor in the design is a servomotor which drives the mechanical arm in linear motion i.e. in x and z plane (vertical and horizontal plane).
The interfacing of machine needs few electronic and electrical devices. The devices are (refer Fig 3. a.4):
• PLC: Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is similar to a computer used in an industry to control manufacturing processes, such as in assembly lines, and robots. It is rugged, highly reliable, and easily programmable and fault diagnosis is comparatively easy.
• Transformer (X): A transformer is an electrical device that transfers electrical energy between two or more circuits through electromagnetic induction. • SMPS (PS-1): A switched-mode power supply is an electronic power supply that incorporates a switching regulator to convert electrical power efficiently. Here 230V AC supply is converted into 24V DC supply which is then given to PLC.
• SMPS Fan (F): The fan is used to cool the components in the SMPS. Since it sucks air out of the cabinet, it also helps reduce the temperature of the system.
• Relay Board (RB): Relay is an electrically operated switch. It is used to control a circuit by a separate lowpower signal and where multiple circuits are controlled by a single signal.
• Isolator: This switch is used to make sure that an electrical circuit is fully de-energized for service or device maintenance.
• MCB: Miniature circuit breaker is an automatically operated electrical switch designed to protect an electrical circuit from damage caused by excess current, typically resulting from an overload or short circuit. • Servo drives: A servo drive is a special electronic amplifier used to power electric servomechanisms. A servo drive receives a command signal from a control system, amplifies the signal, and transmits electric current to a servo motor in order to produce motion proportional to the command signal. • The input is given to the PLC through the HMI Board, which states the stack number from where the planks are to be fetched and the number of planks to be fetched.
• After the input is detected the motor is switched on and mechanical arm starts moving towards the destination.
• Mechanical arm senses that it has reached the destination using encoder cycles and limit switches which acts as the sensors, this sensor output is given to the PLC, thus the PLC then instructs the motor to slow down, stop and turn on the vacuum to fetch the planks.
• The complete machine is a closed loop system.
Advantages of PLC over hardwired relay controller:
▪ Change in software design is much easier and cheaper as compared to change in hardware design. ▪ Less maintenance. ▪ The technicians and engineers can easily adapt to PLC because programming using ladder logic has no need of any kind of syntax, it is completely based on logic of the working. § Advantages of PLC over microcontroller and microprocessor: Large capacity or Scalability, Modular Design Distributed architecture, Industrial Grade ,Interoperability of devices, Ladder Programming ,Safety, Utility, Easy Maintenance and repair, Inbuilt Functions and Algorithms ,Diagnostic Features § The system is user programmable. It uses a language called "Relay Ladder" or RLL (Relay Ladder Logic). The name of this language implies that the control logic of the earlier days, which was built from relays, is being simulated.
Ladder Logic
• Ladder Logic was a written method used originally to document the construction and design of relay racks used in process and manufacture control. Every device in the relay rack is represented by a symbol on the ladder logic with connections between those devices • It gets its name from the observation that programs in this particular language resemble ladders with a series of horizontal rungs between two vertical rails.
• This logic consists of contacts that break and make circuits to control coils. Every contact or coil signifies the status of a single bit in the memory of the programmable logic control. A ladder program can refer any number, multiple times to the status of a single bit.
• The "contacts" refer to physical inputs to the PLC from physical devices such as limit switches and pushbuttons. 
Design Constraints
We use two software's to simulate and develop the ladder diagram for the pick and place machine. The two software's are genie g-soft and WPL soft by delta. Both software are freeware and are compatible with a wide variety of PLCs. The software's have their own advantages and disadvantages, g-soft provides a better simulation interface but it has a limit of two contacts per rung, which is too few for any real time operation, on the other hand WPL soft doesn't provide a very interactive simulation interface it allows many more contacts to be placed and hence is better suited for larger designs. Design Constraints The ladder diagram of the pick and place utilizes a number of key elements or design constraints to generate the required logic. We go through certain examples to illustrate these constraints. Lets us consider a basic system in g-soft to go over the first set of constraints.
The first example is a simple cylinder system. When the 1st switch is pressed, the cylinder starts moving forward. The operation is stopped when the limit switch I2 is pressed. The system consists of two switches, one output and one auxiliary relay. The auxiliary relay act as an memory element for the plc. Auxiliary relays are similar to the registers present in microprocessors and microcontrollers, but they differ in one key aspect, instead of storing a value, auxiliary relays are used to store a condition or event that occurs. In the example, we can see that the auxiliary relay is used to memorize that the cylinder has reached forward. When the above ladder diagram is simulated we find that the cylinder stops moving when the switch I2 is pressed and hence the design is complete. Now let us add a little complexity to the system and say that we define another output that we use to retract the cylinder. We also add another limit switch to control the retract action. We extend the design and use M1 to start the operation of retracting the cylinder. But now we encounter a problem, when the cylinder starts retracting limit switch 1 is released and hence the cylinder will start moving in the forward direction and will be stuck in the forward position. What this indicates is that, the memorizing mechanism deployed needs a hold on circuit. A hold on circuit maintains the state of the circuit even after the input to that circuit is removed. The hold on circuit is nothing but the auxiliary relay M1 that is connected in parallel across I2.
It is apparent now that the cylinder system functions correctly. We draw the following conclusions from this example-1. Auxiliary relays are used to memorize certain events and are used to control the flow of the ladder diagram, i.e. they are used to create a sequential execution. 2. We use hold on circuits to complete the memorizing path even after the input condition is removed. The above example and the conclusions drawn from it are important for the ladder diagram that is developed for the pick and place machine. The sensors used to detect presence of panels or the limit switch attached to suction cups are all basically switches and we need to memorize the instance they are triggered and also memorize that action. The monitoring of conditions needs to occur in a particular order for the desired operation. Apart from this there is one other major design consideration and that is we need to refresh the memory elements (auxiliary relays) when we are using a nested counter. In the pick and place machine as discussed in previous sections, the input for stack and number of panels is taken from the operator, therefore after each cycle i.e. picking one panel and placing it at the destination, we need to reset all the auxiliary relays to reset the system to ready state. The wooden planks can be gripped and placed at the required stack within given specified time. The PLC has been programmed correctly and is successfully interfaced and operated for automation of the pick and place machine. The use of human labour to pick up panels has been eliminated, increasing the speed of operation efficiently.
Future Scope
Automation has caught the world by storm and has always been an ever-growing and flourishing industry. These machines based on PLC have immense scope even from the future perspective, since this has a led to a boom in the automation industry with thunderous results. PLC programming will have varied applications due to the ease in its methodology and numerous advantages.
